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Seek
ye first
the
kingdom
of
God . .

THE FOURTH DIMENSION

"What is Man that thou art mindful
of him, or the son of man that thou
visitest him?"
Man - a wonder
fully woven entity—-full of compre
hension, yet himself incomprehen
sible. A mysterious trinity of body,
mind and spirit; harmonious, yet
dissonant; temporal, yet eternal;
with physical, social, mental and
spiritual needs, capacities, re
sponsibilities and fulfillments.
The world he inherits is not of his
making. The problems with which
he grapples he did not create. But
he will be assessed on the basis of
how he deals with these problems.
-:- T h e way i n w h i c h he r e s p o n d s t o
these problems is the test of his
character, h i s purpose, h i s faith. -:"As they go through the valley of
weeping, they make it a place of
Springs" (Psalm 84:6) describes
humanity at its highest level of per
formance. Those who react with

such redemptive force are moti
vated by deep inner resources,
which empower them to nourish
and inspire a needy society. When
a man's inner resources are bank
rupt his power to enrich the outer
world is as a reed in the wind.
The
influence of the church upon the
world depends upon the quality of
the inner world which we build for
ourselves and our youth. It is
God—His Word —His personal
presence that gives this spiritual—
t h i s f o u r t h d i m e n s i o n t o life. -:- I t
is to this truth that the following
pages are dedicated. They speak
of our challenging outer world; of
the ministry of some whose rich in
ner resources irrigate arid seg
ments of humanity, and of Taylor's
vital ministry of building moral and
spiritual strength into her students.
We prayerfully submit the following
to the entire Taylor "family."

THE TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ALUMNUS
May,
1 962
Will Cleveland ' 4 9 Editor
Ed Terdal ' 6 2 Photographer
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JAMES BERTSCHE '44; veteran
missionary to the Congo; B.D.
degree, Northern Baptist Seminary;
Hartford School of Missions, 1 yr;
Belgian Colonial School, 1 yr;
helped revise Gipende New Test
ament; plans to revise Gipende
Old Testament; has written exten
sively for his denominational pub
lications (Evangelical Mennonite);
authored missionary article in
CHRISTIAN LIFE Magazine; current
ly completing M.A. degree program
in African Studies at Northwestern
University; hopes to return to Con
go with family soon.

Beliefs Looking
For Believers

WILLIAM D. GREEN '44, has been
Dean of Students at Taylor Univer
sity for seven years; M.A. degree,
Western Reserve University; Ed.D.
degree, (Summa Cum Laude), Uni
versity of Tennessee; developed
campus government and leader
ship training programs at Taylor;
listed in WHO'S WHO AMONG
AMERICAN SCHOLARS, WHO'S
WHO IN AMERICAN EDUCATION;
WHO'S WHO AMONG PRESIDENTS
AND DEANS IN UNIVERSITIES
AND COLLEGES; WHO'S WHO IN
THE MIDWEST; is leaving Taylor to
become Academic Dean at his
denominational college (Malone).

The New Campus:

8

Operation
Atonement

BISHOP RALPH E. DODGE '31, is
the Bishop of the Methodist church
for Central and Southern Africa;
B.S.T. degree, Boston University;
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees, Hartford
Seminary; began missionary service
in 1936; in 1950 was elected Ad
ministrative Secretary for Africa
and Europe of the Division of
World Missions, Methodist Board
of Missions; was Chairman, Africa
Committee, Division of Foreign
Missions, National Council of
Churches; was named Taylor Uni
versity "Alumnus of the Year" in
1957.

Operation
Atonement

The Demand for
Christian Leadership

MRS. RALPH E. DODGE '32 t h e
former Eunice Davis, served with
Bishop Dodge on the mission fields
and has been Editor of the Africa
CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE. She pre
pared for missionary service at
McGill University, Montreal, Cana
da, and the Kennedy School of
Missions, Hartford, Connecticut.
They have four children, including
Edward '58, a student at Indiana
University Medical School. The
Dodge's address is P.O. Box 8293,
Causeway, Salisbury, Southern
Rodesia.

WALTER C. RANDALL '38, is Pro
fessor and Chairman, Department
of Physiology, Loyola University
School of Medicine; M.A. and Ph. D.
degrees, Purdue University; Post
Doctoral Fellow in Physiology,
Western Reserve University School
of Medicine; has authored over 100
scientific articles on medical re
search; is a Fellow in the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science; was President, Society
of Experimental Biology and Medi
cine; directs research programs of
physiologists in eight hospitals
and clinics.

A Scientist
Believes

CD CD
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PAUL F. BARKMAN, head of De
partment of Psychology, Taylor
University; B.A., Bethel College;
S.T.B., Biblical Seminary N. Y.; M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees, New York Uni
versity; part-time clinical psycholo
gist, Grant County Mental Health
Clinic, Marion, Ind.; listed in WHO'S
WHO IN AMERICAN EDUCATION
and AMERICAN MEN OF SCIENCE;
President, Indiana Chapter, Amer
ican Scientific Affiliation; President,
Grant County Assn. for Mental
Health ; held pastoral positions 14
years; co-authored book, LAD WITH
SUMMER EYES (Moody Press).

Seniors In Retrospect:
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MILO A. REDIGER 39 is Academic
Dean and Administrative Vice President of Taylor University;
Coordinator for the Committee on
Liberal Arts Education, North
Central Accrediting Assn.; M.A. and
Ph. D. degrees from New York
University; additional graduate
work at Biblical Seminary, New
York; has traveled extensively in
Africa and the middle East study
ing conditions on mission fields;
has advisory and Board member
relationships with many church and
educational groups; listed in WHO'S
WHO IN AMERICAN EDUCATION.

WANDA FRANCES WHALEN is a
sophomore at Taylor University.
An English major, she is a feature
writer for the student newspaper,
THE ECHO, and has served on the
GEM staff. She is secretary of the
sophomore class and a member of
the Ambassadors, student mission
ary organization. She authored two
articles which were published in
the June, 1961 ALUMNUS. Wanda
is the daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Carl
Whalerlf 88 Montague Court, St.
Louis, Missouri.

Getting Into Taylor:

Character
Building

12-13

From The President's Desk:

8

AUTHORS
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te Fourmative
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The Gospel in
Shoe Leather

Beliefs

Looking
For

Believers
READ WITH ME the personal account of a modern day
crusader whose identity we will, for the moment, withhold. Let us
see if we can identify him and the nature of his cause by what he writes.
"We — have a high casualty rate. We are the ones who get
shot and hung and lynched and tarred and feathered and jailed
and slandered and ridiculed and fired from our jobs and in every way
made as uncomfortable as possible. A certain percentage of
us get killed or imprisoned."

0

Is he a freedom rider? — a leader of some sit-in group? — a
member of some ostracized minority struggling for freedom under a totali
tarian form of government? No, none of these. Who is he? Let us read on.
"We live in virtual poverty. We turn back — every penny we
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make above what is absolutely necessary to keep us alive."

Is he the member of some religious order sworn to poverty and
frugality as an offering of spiritual devotion? — a member of some iso
lated sect devoted to reflection and prayer? No, neither of these.
Let us read more.
"We — don't have the time or the money for movies or concerts or
T-bone steaks or decent homes and new cars — We have been de
scribed as fanatics. We are fanatics. Our lives are dominated by one
great overshadowing factor —"

What sort of fanatic? — a street corner evangelist scorned by
the rush hour traffic of some big city? — someone sounding an alarmed
cry of warning to indifferent fellow citizens of his country? No, none of these.
"We — have a philosophy which no amount of money could buy.
We have a cause to fight for, a definite purpose in life."

Is he a pastor challenging a youth rally? — a president addressing the
annual meeting of some historic philanthropical group? The answer is still no.
"We subordinate our petty personal selves into a great movement
of humanity and if our personal lives seem hurt and our egos seem to
suffer through subordination —, we are adequately compensated
by the thought that each of us in his small way is contributing to some
thing new and true and better for mankind."

A member of a missionary staff at some jungle outpost? — a guiding
spirit among the founders of a new nation?
"There is one thing in which I'm dead earnest. — I work
at it in the daytime and dream of it at night."

A dedicated scientist pursuing with impatience his quest of knowl
edge? — a member of a medical team straining every faculty for the
break-through in the battle against a dread disease?
"It's hold on me grows, not lessens, as time goes on — It is
this force which both drives and guides my life. I evaluate people,
books, ideas and actions — by their attitude toward it."

What manner of vision and zeal is this? — What is the cause of
which he speaks? Is it a young missionary candidate impatient to be
on his way to his field? — a modern day Moody, Wesley, Livingstone?
"I have already been in jail because of my ideas and if necessary,
I'm ready to go before a firing squad."

EXACTLY WHO is this person who sounds so much like a 20th
century Saint Paul? By this time you have undoubtedly surmised the
identity and affiliation of the crusader whose account we have read. It is
the personal letter — not of an evangelist or pastor or missionary
or youth crusader or patroit; it is the letter of a young Communist
announcing to his fiancee that he is quitting college and breaking their
engagement in order to devote full time and energy to the
"new cause" that has transformed his life and which
consumes his every energy.
. . . a high casualty rate ... w e live in virtual poverty . . . no time
or money for T-bone steaks, decent homes or new cars . . . its hold on
me grows . . . if necessary I'm ready to go before a firing squad . . .

Stirring words, heroic words, words that in days past have come
from the lips of servants of the Cross. But today they come from
the lips of those who scorn the Cross and sell themselves soul and body
to a Godless, blasphemous ideology.
It is an anomaly of our day that the challenges to devotion, service
and sacrifice that were once the hall mark of Christendom
have become, by default, the rallying cry of the avowed enemies of the
Church of Christ. What has happened? Wherein lies the change?
1900 years ago it was the followers of the humble Nazarene who
were saying . . .
a certain percentage of us get killed or imprisoned . . . we have
been described asfantics...there is one thing about which
we are in dead earnest . . .

1900 years ago it was a few hundred humble followers of Jesus who
were striking fear and concern to the hearts of the entrenched legal
and religious authorities of their day by their expressions of zeal, courage
and determination.
What were the touchstones of their success which seem to have
been lost sight of today? A reading of Acts 4 and 5 would suggest
at least four.

THEY GAVE T O P PRIORITY T O T H E I R BELIEFS
Christ, his claims, his message, his course and his orders came
first. Then, if there was time, other things followed. (The same thing seems
to be true in the case of our letter writer earlier in the article.) Where,
in our personal list of life's priorities, do the claims of Christ appear?

THEY BELIEVED T H E I R BELIEFS
Of course, we are evangelical Christians. We recite the Apostles Creed
without reservation. There is not a tenet of the familiar conservative
position with which we would quarrel. We accept these historic beliefs.
But do we believe them? There is a world of difference between a
passive acquiescence to something and an active belief in something.
Anything we actually believe will radically affect our every activity.
(The letter writer's beliefs certainly affect his life profoundly, it would seem.)
If , for example, on a mid-summer's afternoon, we believe the sudden
weather report of an approaching tornado, there are some very
direct and positive results that will stem from this belief in terms of
activity, preparation and precaution. And so it is in relation to our faith.
If we actually believe that Christ meant what he said when he left us the
command to "preach the Gospel to every creature"; — when he said that
he would come again to receive us unto himself, our lives will be radically
and fundamentally oriented in relation to these beliefs. If we only
acquiesce to them in passive intellectual assent, they will make very
little difference at all.

THEY LIVED T H E I R BELIEFS
There was no question in apostolic days as to who was a follower
of Christ. In the 60's AD, there were no convenient "way stations" in the
Christian faith somewhere between active and passive belief. In that
climate of antagonism, persecution and hatred, either one was a per
suaded Christian or one was not a Christian at all . . . and everyone
knew who was what. Today there are masses of people with nominal
affiliation with one church or another who are not too sure if they are
really Christian in any significant sense or not. Much less does anyone else.
The cry might well be raised: "Where are the Christians in Christendom?"

THEY WERE PREPARED T O PAY
T H E PRICE O F T H E I R BELIEFS
A great segment of American Christianity has settled into a
unilateral relationship with God. The hand, palm turned upward, is ever
extended heavenward ready to receive whatever of grace, blessing, favor
and succor that may be had "for free." But let it be a question of service,
consecration, devotion or sacrifice . . . a bilateral rather than a uni
lateral relationship . . . and both the hand and its owner suddenly
disappear. The faith that infringes unduly upon time, activity, plans, re
sources and life is not a popular faith in America today.
In the meanwhile, pulpits go unsupplied, missionary staffs in
places are at half and quarter strength; spiritual endeavors are hampered
for lack of adequate funds; large segments of American life rest undis
turbed by the challenge of a Gospel witness.
And an excellent set of Christian beliefs goes looking for believers.
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ROBERT D. BONTRAGER '45, Managing Director of LECO, evangelical literature producing center, inspects load
of beans from CROP for needy Congolese. During famine Bob was Chairman of the Congo Protestant Relief Agency.

Operation Atonement
by Bishop and Mrs. Ralph E. Dodge

N

O COUNTRY can claim them all; no one de
nomination can lay claim to them; no book
contains all their names. Who are they?
They are the missionaries all over the world
who have received preparation at TAYLOR UNI
VERSITY. They are preachers, builders, doctors,
nurses, laboratory technicians, school teachers,
agriculturalists, industrial arts teachers, evange
lists, nutritionists, supervisors of church and/or
school districts, printers, literature producers and
translators, social workers, hospital administra
tors, Christian education workers, dentists, musi
cians, adult literacy workers, engineers, youth
warkers, treasurers, executives, well-diggers,
rural extensionists, commercial teachers, home
economics teachers, bookkeepers —almost any
type of worker you can think of.
What do they have in common — besides
loyalty to Taylor? One thing they have in common
-this host of Taylorities: they love the Lord and
they want to serve Him where the need is greatest
and whatever the cost.
"The cost" is not the same thing now as
when Taylorites began to scatter over the face
of the globe. In early days of "missions" the work
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of a missionary was to preach the Gospel where
it had never been heard; the earnest candidate
travelled distances which took weeks or months
to negotiate; when he arrived there, he felt cut
off from homeland and loved ones; he often lived
under primitive conditions with little financial
backing; isolation was his lot, and the opportunity
for social life was reserved for "furloughs."
THE NEED IS STILL GREAT. But it is differ
ent. Today's graduate cannot leave Taylor Uni
versity and go back to the methods of Bishop
William Taylor — wonderful as they were for his
day. THIS is the day that the Lord has given US
and we must work while our light lasts.
Today's young hopeful may be called a "fra
ternal worker" instead of a missionary. This
means that he can no longer expect to find many
people who have never heard of the Gospel; they
may, in fact, be anti-Gospel; he can no longer
expect to work among people who look up to him;
they may feel resentful toward all "foreigners",
"colonialists", "whites", "imperialists"; he can no
longer expect to find people waiting for him to tell
them what to do; they may be waiting for the
chance to tell him what to do. There are many,.

Photo by Bob Boutrager

GLEN ROCKE '41, and a village Congolese examine a
new crop of corn in the famine area of Bakwanga.

many who need his help; but the need is for FEL
LOW WORKERS or COLLEAGUES who will give
the kind of helping hand which is WANTED.
Any idealistic and well-prepared youth with
the spirit of Christian responsibility who has
asked himself, "Am I my brother's keeper?" and
has assented, must still ask himself other ques
tions. Can he adjust himself to doing any job that
needs doing, even if it is one for which he does
not feel any special talent or inclination?

A

WITNESS-READY young person should ask
himself if he can "take" having to submerge
his ego so that he can do background work
for inexperienced national leaders and let THEM
get all the credit? Can he make behind-the-scenes
arrangements for a campmeeting which has been
requested by the community and stay so much
in the background that nobody knows he did a
thing? Can he let the national preacher make all
the public appearances and sway the crowds with
his eloquent preaching? Can he pray late hours
with tortured souls, yet never be "the powerful
preacher" himself?
In the task of witnessing today, one has to
make his life count as much as his words.
Christians are responsible for what happens in our
world; if what happens is not good, it is because
the Christians are not Christian enough. Can to
day's diciple initiate life-changing action as well
as preaching life-changing themes?
Today's man who takes the name of Christ
to others will very likely be provided a decent
house to live in, in most parts of the world; he will
have a fairly adequate financial sustenance, as a
rule; he will find some well-educated inhabitants
of whatever land to which he goes —people with
^ ^ h o m he can feel at ease intellectually and so-

daily; he will meet some national leaders with
such a dedicated Christian experience as to make
h i m f e e l o n l y a b e g i n n e r ; h e w i l l b e s u pr i s e d a t
how often he receives both mail and visitors from
his homeland.
Yet, with all those comfort factors, today's
missionary can be very uncomfortable and un
happy if he cannot sublimate self to Christ, self to
others. If he can have the courage to go to live
among people who have every reason to hate
"capitalists", "whites", "bosses", "paternalists",
and demonstrate his desire to expiate the crimes
of others, then he can be a missionary in today's
world.
Taylor University graduates are doing excep
tionally well in meeting these demands wherever
they are found today, but there are not enough of
them. Give us more Taylorites whose mission is
to win others to Christ. Give us men and women
who will find workable ways of applying their
Christian convictions to their important daily
decisions and in all their daily contacts. The day
of "MISSIONS", as we have known them in the
past, may be closing; but NEVER will come the
day when disciples of Christ (by whatever name
they are known) do not have the MISSION of
spreading the Gospel.

Dr. & Mrs. ROBERT FENSTERMACHER '50, medical
missionaries, were packing for their return to the
Congo when uncertainties there led missions offici
als to assign them to Alaska. Anita is shown pack
ing some nursing supplies for the long winter.
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The College
faces squarely her
growing
responsibility
to help fill

the
Demand
for
Christian
Leadership
by Milo A. Rediger

( X NEEDS only to be alive and awake to observe the defi
ciency with respect to leadership qualities in graduates of many
American educational institutions. Classrooms, executive offices,
managerial positions, government posts and civic programs are
staffed with many persons who lack a sense of responsibility to God
and fellowman, and who do not have a meaningful set of values.
It is increasingly important t o provide educational experience which
develops the whole man and emphasizes equally the values of
scholarship and the cultivation of spiritual quality.
Taylor University, along with other Christian colleges, has at
tempted to assume its leadership role in this respect. As a result,
many school teachers, ministers, medical doctors, engineers, nurses,
lawyers, and business men have been Taylor-made for our time and
for leadership in our society. Many others have been nurtured in
the climate of a Christian college and have gone into the homes,
churches and other institutions of American life to be reliable and
contributing citizens, the "salt of the earth" and "light of the world."
But this is only a beginning. Today Taylor stands on the thres
hold of potential greatness. The program must be expanded hori
zontally to make these opportunities available to a larger number
of young people. Furthermore, the development of greater "depth"
is equally important. At the present time, teacher education is our
only terminal program in the professional area. Even this is not
really terminal since Indiana teachers must secure a fifth year of
education within five years after graduation in order to qualify for
a permanent license.
In medicine, law and theology, our curricula a r e pre-professional and the students go on to other institutions, medical colleges,
law schools and seminaries, to complete their training. Engineering,
nursing and business are affiliations in which students normally
spend three years on the campus of the liberal arts college and
then transfer to the appropriate professional training programs.
The challenge is for a great (qualitatively rather than quantita
tively) Christian university where promising young people can be
fully prepared for leadership in all areas of responsibility and op
portunity. We believe this needs to be done, and our program for
it includes t h e following:

1 . Student enrollment of 1 2 0 0 by 1 9 6 5 and 1 5 0 0 - 1 8 0 0
by 1 9 7 0 .
2 . Residence program to be maintained at a minimum of
7 5 % of total.
3. Standards of academic excellence and spiritual values to
be maintained at not less than present level.
4 . Liberal arts and teacher-education to be kept at approxi
mately 5 0 - 5 0 balance.
5 . Graduate studies for Master of Arts degree in education
as soon as practical after moving to new location.
6 . Graduate programs in other professional areas as needs
are ascertained, and as staff and facilities are available.
7. Community services in clinical and other areas which
are appropriate to a college prograrri.
8 . Introduction of training programs in fields essential to
national and world leadership, e.g., government service
and international relations.
9 . Combination of instruction and research through which
a qualified faculty will make quality education available
to students year-round.
1 O. Cultivation of a definite Protestant evangelical witness
for local influence and world-wide evangelism.
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CHARACTER
B
U

and first-hand experiences with wholeness of
learning.

ACCORDING TO THE LITERATURE, character
building as well as academic offerings is the
forte of the Christian, liberal arts college.
What does the college do to realize this
avowed goal?
Character, it has been said, is the moral side
of personality. Each individual has a person
al credo which motivates actions and deci
sions. The quality, unity, and meaningfulness
of this credo determine the values, the am
bitions, and the deeds of life. This is an ex
pression of character.
The Christian college believes that the ed
ucated man is the man who has not only
learned the accumulated knowledge and
facts of the past but has exposed his per
sonal life to the wisdom of the ages. This
man meets the present and plans for the
future with a sense of reference to enduring
values. The Christian college asserts, "We
hold these truths to be self-evident." and
then seeks to identify and relate these truths
personally to each maturing student.
We live in a scientific culture. The scientist
pursues knowledge according to the formulas
of research. Value judgments are left to the
materialist, who translates scientific findings
to personal and physical gratification, as well
as to the humanitarian who holds a group
and world view. The Christian college sets
a value on an education of the mind for facts
and an education of the heart and life for the
jse of those facts.
This "character building" is an integral part
of the curricula of Taylor University. The
goal determines WHAT is taught (the whole
ness of education), by what METHODS it is
taught (the completeness of delving into
truth), and by WHOM it is taught (the profes
sor who has personally come to grips with
the moral and ethical implications of his
field).
The rest of the college program is consis
tent with this search for completeness and
wholeness and truth. A selective admission
program assures the college community of a
dominant number of committed scholars who
proviae a quality of social interaction which
helps produce character. The out-of-class
functions introduce numerous avenues for
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Religious activities, social activities, clubs
and organizations, residential living, commu
nity government, athletics, recreation, and
employment - each opens the human spirit
to new understandings. Each must receive
the attention of the educator, for in the qual
ity of the experience there is the answer to
the worthiness of the activity to be on cam
pus and to claim time and attention.

Community government may serve as a
practical illustration. I believe in much stu
dent participation in the administration of
college organizations and activities because
I believe in students gaining experience in
making and implementing policies, in prob
lem solving, in analysis of values, and in be
ing responsible for their actions. THE
TEACHING OF INDIVIDUAL COURSES AND
SUBJECTS IS NOT ENOUGH. We must unite
all of this teaching into effective living
patterns.
Our students will be leaders in society. How
do you make a leader? How do you teach
for values in leadership and in democratic
living? To work in a faculty-student commit
tee, the student council, the student judi
ciary, a residence hall counselor, as an or
ganization officer, or in any one of many
other campus activities which unite faculty
and students in action and learning groups,
offers the same experiences as one will have
in later life on a high school faculty, in a busi
ness, or with fellow missionaries out on the
field. The students must work now shoulder to
shoulder, emotion to emotion, and head to
head with those of some experience. THIS
IS CHARACTER BUILDING AT ITS BEST.
Philosophical? Not so, for this is the every
day, practical, living and working atmosphere
of the Christian college. Some are asking if
a move to Fort Wayne will somehow affect
adversely the quality of this educational
experience. If so, the Christian college is to
stand condemned for an indoctrination re
lated more to bias than to truth. The mo
nastic or island isolation may produce
character of sorts but a more durable and
beneficial character must find its strength
and place in a pattern of Christian activity in
a secular world.

"The evangelical traditions of Taylor call for a witness. The world-wide vision of Taylor
calls for a movement in the affairs of life. The image of a Taylor man or woman is that of
one who can face God, man, and life. His ethical understandings make him distinctive
without self-consciousness, for he loses himself in a life of devotion and service to a
Christ Who is made known throuj3h_jTj_m/'_
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GREATER
With roots 116 years deep
in Biblical faith and Christian
service Taylor is anticipating
a new era. The completion of
this campus will be a mo
mentous day for Christian
higher education and will
greatly increase Taylor's
ministry "to this present age."
To be erected on a knoll
overlooking 550 adjacent
acres which will contain a

12

lake, athletic fields and facul
ty housing, the campus
proper will nestle around a
smaller lake with a carillon
tower as the focal point.
At left is an artist's con
ception as viewed from the
south. At the top is Highway
24, about three miles from
the Fort Wayne city limits.
The key below identifies the
buildings.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
J.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.

Library
Administration
Science
Classrooms
Service & Maintenance
Fine Arts
Gymnasium
Student Center
Dormitories
Science
Infirmary
Chapel
Observatory
Auditorium
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ONEOFTHE GREAT HYMNS of the Reforma
tion is Martin Luther's "Ein Feste Burg" — "A
Mighty Fortress." When these words were written
they carried much meaning, for then a fortress
was a symbol of community strength. In times of
danger people sought refuge behind this structure
of rock and mortar, not venturing forth into the
town and fields until its thick walls had repelled
outside invaders. Its very presence, in fact,
brought comfort to its inhabitants.
But times have changed—we no longer build
fortresses—we now debate the probable necessity
of building bomb shelters to escape the physical
consequences of man's moral and spiritual de
pravity.
In calling God a "Mighty Fortress," Luther
knew whereof he spoke. He found a security, a
strength, a dynamic, and courage equalled by few
men; courage to wage an historic offensive against
the evils of his day.
To all believers the Gospel is THE great
source of comfort, security, and hope. But it is
more —it is a convicting and transforming force
"in the world but not of the world."
The best defense against a Godless world is
not a monastic apologetic, but a righteous offen
sive empowered by God's spirit, based on Biblical
reasoning, and entwined in the sinews of Christian
character.
Our Lord proclaimed, "Upon this rock I will
build my church, and the gates of Hell shall not
prevail against it."
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Gates are stationary, defensive devices. It
is the church which is to wage the offensive—to
break down and destroy the bastians of evil.
In contrast to the isolating fortress of old, the
effectual Christian college must be more like a
launching pad where Christian character is ener
gized and sent throughout the free world. Only
through vital Christian experience and ambitious
academic training can the modern student be
armed to meet the spiritual challenges of today.
The Christian University's potent weapons
are more and better students, young men and
women prepared to serve the world as ambas
sadors of Christ—whether called to minister the
Gospel here or abroad, to serve in the professions,
in business or industry, or raise Christian families.
To prepare students to fulfill the Great Com
mission and to overcome evil with good has been
Taylor's mission for 116 years. The University
endeavors to equip its students to combat the
weaknesses of men through intelligent and dedi
cated Christian character. It has always been a
University that has given its talents and its stu
dents to the world.
This is why our move to Fort Wayne is a
natural unfolding of our credo. Taylor does not
pursue her quest for greatness because of pride.
Taylor moves forward now for the same reasons
she always has; to become an even more vital
Christian force in the world.

"On rare occasions, the research scientist realizes
with tremendous humility that there as he works, un-

A SCIENTIST BELIEVES
folding before him, is a truly new discovery - a phenom
enon! that no other man has been privileged to see."

A

by Walter Randall

iS A PHYSIOLOGIST associated with a medi
cal school, it is my primary responsibility to teach
and, through research, to investigate the way in
which the human body and its separate parts func
tion. Working on the ever changing fringes of
knowledge, I must constantly alter my presenta
tion of facts and their interpretation. As new in
formation becomes available, old concepts are
outmoded and must be revised or rejected.
Imagine a complicated jigsaw puzzle, with
seemingly an infinite number of pieces, each
with a poorly defined structure and function. Fur
ther, each individual piece is itself a highly com
plex puzzle in its own right and only a portion
of its c o m p o n e n t s sufficiently well defined t o
permit analysis. Continuous research at all levels
by scientists all over the world constantly a d d s
to our basic understanding of each part, and the
summed results gradually reveal the form and
structure of the whole.
In s u c h a n atmosphere of continuously chang
ing knowledge, it is not surprising that the scien
tist is acutely aware of t h e importance of order
and logic implied in the creation of man. As I
penetrate more and more deeply in my own re
search programs, and I learn from colleagues
everywhere, one principle becomes increasing
clear: throughout the cosmos, from the infinitesi
mal to the infinite, THERE EXISTS ORDER AND
PLAN.
It is dependable, immutable, increasingly
amenable to understand. The more we discover,
the better we realize an intimate pattern of design
and order in which the body is constructed.Cre
ated in t h e image of God Himself. It is reasonable
and natural to assume that the more we learn of
man, the more we learn of God.

Perhaps this principle explains my long in
terest and reliance upon the theme expressed
in Paul's letter to Timothy (2 Timothy 2:15): "Study
to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman
t h a t n e e d e t h n o t t o b e as h a m e d , r i g h t l y d i v i d i n g
the word of truth." I offer this verse to you now
because I have found in it specific instructions
to me as a Christian and as a perennial student—
instructions which exhort me to work constantly
toward a fuller understanding of God's creation.
Even though lifted a bit out of context, I have al
ways found in it a compelling motivation and a
basis for a significant portion of my personal
credo. Accordingly, I commend it to every Christian
student, no matter what his station or discipline
may be.
Dr. Abraham Kaplan, noted Jewish philosopher,
has pointed out that "One who discovers a law of
nature is learning something of the mind of God."
There are those who argue vehemently that sci
ence and religion have been opposed throughout
most of history. However, in my opinion t h e roots
of this conflict may not be traced to essential
ideas of either religion or science. They are rather
confusions interposed by different scientists and
theologians. I personally find no essential conflict,
and in fact, frequently encounter perfect synergy
between them.
The fundamental basis of both disciplines
is the concept, and the acquisition, of truth. To
the doubter, one cannot use the methods of sci
e n c e t o p r o v i d e p o s i t i v e p r o o f o f G o d . H o w e v e r , if
both science and religion are, in fact, directed
toward a common objective (truth), how can they
be mutually antagonistic? I doubt very much that
two such fundamental forces in society, having
a common objective, can really be antagonistic.
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ET US CONSIDER briefly certain principles
which have convinced me of the synergistic forces
inherent in the doctrines of science and religion.
The universe constitutes an orderly whole in which
science and religion are frequently indistinguish
able. In this framework, God IS the principle of
unity and order. As a physiologist I am impressed
daily with the order and logic of organization with
in the living organism. This is so important, in
fact, that I strive constantly to learn the precise
organization of the system with which I am work
ing. Once I have learned it, I know that I may be
able to predict other associated, but as yet un
known, relationships. This principle is a basic
tenet of the scientific method.
It has been stated, and it is my thesis, that
the scientist must have more faith than the aver
age person. UNLESS HE HAS FAITH IN THE OR
DERLY PROCESSES OF NATURE, HE CAN HAVE
LITTLE VALIDITY IN CONTINUING TO WORK.
Actually, the scientist realizes that he has little
control over natural phenomena. He can only
discover the rules of nature; he cannot change
them. When he discovers the proper rules, he
can chemically prepare a new antibiotic, or he
can explain the ionic bases of the nerve impulse,
the origin of each beat of the heart, or he can
bring under control the abnormal growth of neo
plastic tissues.
Only a few years ago I learned in the biology
laboratories at Taylor that certain particles within
the living cell, which I could see through the light
microscope, were called mitochondria. They were
so tiny as to be barely discernible and little atten
tion was paid them. No function was attributed to
them. Later, scientists demonstrated that these
structures represent the very powerhouse of the
cell because it is here that the energy yielding
systems for the entire cell are centralized. Es
sential foods are oxidized and carbon dioxide
produced.
I saw a photo a few days ago, made with the
electron microscope, in which the mitochondria
were magnified several thousand times. I could
see the orderly molecular arrangement within
these tiny particles crucial to the metabolism of
the cells. The oxidizing and energy-transforming
enzymes of the mitochondria are not just mixed
together indiscriminatly, but they are arranged in
a very specific sequence so that the products of
one reaction are localized at a site in proper orien
tation for the next stage of the reaction. Thus,
the more we learn of these tiny particles, the
more orderly and understandable the total cell
function appears. The more we learn of God's
creation, the more reasonable and logical it
seems to be.
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I can hardly accept the doctrine that multiple
happy accidents, occuring in "hit or miss" fashion
ultimately produced the marvelously intricate de
tails of a single cell. It is even more difficult to
apply such a doctrine to the combination of the
egg and sperm to form a zygote, which then ma
turates into a beautiful infant and ultimately into
a mature human being. A being competent to
think, and to love, and to create. What are the
statistical changes, in throwing the thousands of
components of a computer together in a disorgan
ized pile, that they would ultimately combine and
function as an "electronic brain"?
No intelligent person would argue that even
the remotest possibility of such accidental com
binations existed. Now reflect on the fact that
the human brain conceived of the most advanced
computer. Human hands constructed it. Under
stand also that the human brain is inconceivably
more complicated than the most intricate com
puter. How can one honestly believe that the
brain could itself develop through a combination
of happy accidents in nature? It makeslittle differ
ence to me just how God created life, or more
specifically how He created man. Whether He
did it in a series of steps over eons of time, or in
separate special creations doesn't seem important.
The facts dictate a directed, purposeful creation
following a definite design by an all-powerful, all knowing Supreme Being.

IH E R E W O U L D s e e m t o b e l i t t l e p o i n t i n p o s t 
ulating the existence of a creative God with whom
man has no personal communication. To have
been created "in the image of God" implies to
me the potential ability to communicate with Him
and to understand His creation. Indeed, when the
human body was designed,there were included
a central nervous system and a brain which sets
it quite apart from the remainder of the animal
k i n g d o m . It i s o b v i o u s l y c a p a b l e o f f a r m o r e t h a n
anyone has yet appreciated. Physiologists have
but a slight inkling of how it functions, but this
knowledge is rapidly increasing. Let me illustrate
by the following simple experiment in my own
laboratory how our understanding is expanding.
Until a few months ago, we thought that
body temperature was controlled by the varia
tions in blood temperature acting upon a por
tion of the hypothalamus (a small mass of inter
connected nerve cells deep within the brain)
much like the thermostat responds to variations
in air temperature in your living room. We per
formed a simple experiment in which the arterial

flow of blood to this area was clamped off for a
t few seconds.

Discovery
According to our knowledge at that mo
ment, we should have expected hypothalamic
temperature to fall. Actually it rose very rapidly.
Obviously our view of this mechanism was in
correct, but this observation immediately led to
many additional experiments which have taught
us a great deal about how the hypothalamus
functions in the control of body temperature.
Previously baffling observations are now more
readily understandable.

Apparently complex phenomena gradually become
more simple as knowledge expands. I firmly be
lieve this most marvelous of all gifts, the human,
mind, is capable of understanding all of God's
creation. I believe He is leading us steadily
toward this objective.
I have tried to show that an impressive
feature of man's body is the logic and rationality
in its construction and in the manner of its op
eration. Man has not yet been able to construct
a machine that operates continuously under load
(as the engineer would say), twenty-four hours a
day, fifty-two weeks a year, and for three score
and ten years. On the other hand, consider your
heart.
It pumps about sixty to seventy times each
minute throughout your entire lifetime. It rarely
misses a beat, and it is capable of repairing it
self even though it is continuously functioning.
The heart normally contains about four to five
ounces of blood and it pumps approximately
one hundred gallons per hour while you are
resting.
However, it can pump several times this
amount when you work or exercise. It is con
trolled by a servo-mechanism in which demand
automatically regulates the level of operation.
Such control mechanisms have only recently
been thought of by scientists and engineers.
Even the brilliant discoveries of the nuclear
physicists and the technical developments of
the electronics engineers cannot match the pre
cision, durability, and dependability of the heart
and its associated control mechanisms.

To repeat, once we truly understand how a
portion of the body functions, we can be assured
that it is a well organized and rational operation.
I believe I can surely say that I have not observed,
nor do I know of a haphazard, poorly regulated
phenomenon in the normal body. If such appears,
it is generally associated with organic pathology
or poor insight into its intricacies on my part.

is his curiosity and his skepticism. I do not speak
of skepticism in the sense of repudiating belief,
but rather in the sense of a continuous reapprais
al of his belief in the light of personal experience.
It is just this combination of curiosity and skep
ticism that has played a dynamic role in the re
markably rapid development of science. The lack
of explanation DRIVES the researcher into the
laboratory. Join me, if you will, for one final
experiment.
A few years ago I was electrically stimu
lating the nerves which control the blood ves
sels in the hand of a patient who was undergoing
an operation. The surgeon and I were startled
to observe a remarkable rise in blood pressure
instead of an expected acceleration in heart rate.
Our texts told us to anticipate the acceleration;
they did not predict the alteration in pressure.
From this chance observation we have
carefully examined the nervous control of the
heart in hundreds of experimental animals dur
ing the past seven years. We have learned about
specific areas in the nervous system and in the
brain which specifically control heart action,
the amount of blood pumped by the heart, and
the resistance offered to blood flow through the
vessels of the body.
We now understand far more comprehen
sively how the heart responds to increased de
mands by the tissues for increased supply of
blood. It is possible that we may eventually
unlock certain secrets to the onset and develop
ment of hypertension. Even though we remain
frustratingly short of the ultimate goal of full
understanding, we have come far in deciphering
the puzzle which originally confronted us.

It is a wonderful experience to participate
in the solution to even a small portion of the
fascinating puzzle placed in our trust. It is indeed
an awesome experience to comprehend for the
first time precisely how a particular system within
the living body operates. On rare occasions, the
research scientist realizes with tremendous hu
mility that there as he works, unfolding before
him, is a truly new discovery,a phenomenon that
no other man has been privileged to see. One
feels profound reverence tor Him who originally
designed and created life, and who has carefully
guided each step of our experiment, finally lead
ing us individually to this climax of realization.
One cannot avoid the sense that although
it is new to us and to the world, it is not new to
Him. At such a time the scientist belives pro
foundly in God. He knows personally and intimate
ly the significance of the mandate "Be still and
KNOW that I am God."
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four mative
A

CCORDING TO RECENTLY

influence does
Taylor actually
have on her
students over a
four year period ?
Revealed here,
for the first
time, are the
findings of an
objective 4-year
study which gives
us the answer.
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years

by Paul F. Barkman

What kind of

the

concluded research, the av
erage Taylor student who
graduates with a Physical Edu
cation major, is as intensely re
ligious as the average seminary
student. He is not a minister,
and doesn't intend to become
one. He specializes in stamina,
coordination, and fun; and he
w i n s m o r e t h a n h i s s h a r e of i n 
tercollegiate athletic champion
ships; but the statistics indicate
that he is proficient in both play
ing and praying.
It makes you wonder, "What
kind of place is Taylor University
anyway?" A study which has just
been completed—one of a num
ber that are going on—gives at
least part of the answer to that
question. It is a "Study of the
Relationship of the Needs for
Belonging and Conformity to
Religious Beliefs and Values in
a Christian College."
The first, cross-sectional, stage
was done under the direction of
the Center for Human Relations
Studies of New York University,
as part of a doctoral program,
and was reported last fall at the
meeting of the Indiana Academy
of Science. The second part—a
follow-up of the same students
four academic years later—was
done under a grant from the of
fice of the president of the col
lege. These statistics are now
available for this report.
The original study was made
in the fall of 1958, when meaures of personality needs, reli
gious beliefs, and religious val

ues were given to all the stu
dents of the college.
It was immediately evident
that Taylor students were a
very unusual group. Their an
swers to the questionnaire of
doctrinal beliefs indicated that
they were almost solidly evan
gelical when they entered as
fresh men.
On the widely used "Study of
Values" questionnaire, they in
dicated that they entered college
more strongly religiously moti
vated than any other college
group on record. In fact, they
ranked almost up to the level
which Prof. Gordon Allport, of
Harvard, reported for his sample
of seminary students.
This left the serious technical
questions, "If they start this
high, can they get any more reli
gious? If they do, can the tests
measure the change?" What
happened was as much a test of
the tests, as it was of the stu
dents.
With the freshman average
scores already jammed into the
upper ranges of the scales, the
seniors, nevertheless, managed
to get somewhat higher aver
ages, (with statistically signifi
cant differences at the .05 and
.01 levels of confidence.) The
direction of the differences was
clear, and they were consistent
throughout the study.
HAPS SOMEONE would
be disappointed that we could
not report a greatly increased 0 >

improvement in these scores,
but we were delighted. In the
first place, the seniors were
^scoring an AVERAGE of almost
as high as the tests could meas
ure. More important was the
knowledge that in every other re
port which it has been possible
to find—and there are many—
college seniors are always LESS
religious than freshmen. This is
just as true of colleges which
call themselves Christian, or
which are operated by Protes
tant denominations, as it is of
avowedly secular schools. (The
most recent example is a report
from a college that considers it
self Christian and which found
a measurable drop within a
single year after entering col
lege.)
No wonder, then, that we
were thrilled to find the seniors
still closer to pushing the top
out of the tests than the fresh
men had been!
What about the P. E. majors?
Well, when we sorted out the
seniors by their academic major
field, it turned out that the P. E.
majors were average seniors in
their religious motivation—and
the average senior was up to the
level of Allport's average of
seminary students. That does
not mean that our P. E. major
knows as much theology as most
seminary students, but it does
mean that his Christianity has at
least as much meaning and
practical effectiveness for him
as it does for the average semi
nary student — and that means
he takes his Christianity mighty
seriously.
The vast amount of scholarly
literature which has been pro
duced in recent years on the
subject of conformity, would
lead one to expect that the
seniors were more religious than
the freshmen because they were
more conforming to the pressure
of the Taylor setting. On the
contrary, the seniors proved to
be somewhat less conforming
than freshmen. (On the Edwards
Personal Preference Schedule
they showed a little less need
for "deference," and "affiliation,
and were somewhat more
"autonomous.")

Individualism for its own sake
is of no practical value, and
merely disrupts an orderly-soci
ety. Some degree of individual
ism, guided by good inner stand
ards, would seem to be more
nearly ideal — and that is what
the senior showed. They were
less likely than freshmen to give
in to the pressure of the crowd.
It now appeared, from the
original 1958 study, that seniors
were both more religious and
more autonomous than fresh
men. This was an encouraging
finding. What would we find
when we re-tested these fresh
men in their senior year? Would
they have changed?Or did we
just have an unusually good
senior class in 1958?

FIGURES from the retest
of the seniors of this year (1961 1962) who were freshmen in 1958,
bears out the original study.
Certain precautions are necessary.
It appears that some selection
did occur. This is shown by the
freshmen that today's seniors,
when they were freshmen, had
higher religion scores than the
average of the freshmen class
at that time. On the other hand,
there does appear to be the
same pattern of differences that
was found earlier. Every senior
average indicates more intensely
religious convictions and moti
vation, and less dependence
upon conformity and belonging,
than when they were freshmen.
Thus, there is no evidence that
these seniors became more
religious because they had in
creasing needs for conformity to
the group in which they live.
When I first came to Taylor, I
used to hear it said that each
year the freshmen were more
spiritual than the seniors. In all
the research literature that I
could find, other colleges re
ported this was true on their
campuses. Today we don't say
that around Taylor any more, be
cause we know it is not true
here.
To the person who objects
that paper-and-pencil tests can

not measure Christian spiritual
ity, we say that this is partly
true, but a part of spirituality can
be thus measured. We used
these measures because they
have been used in a great num
ber of other colleges, and thus,
for whatever part of spirituality
they DO measure, we could com
pare ourselves with other
schools.
The tests are obviously inade
quate for the whole picture, and
one of the next projects is to
find, or make, better ways of
measuring, and then start all
over again. Meanwhile, we invite
the readers to come and judge
for themselves. We feel confi
dent that the study is a good in
dication of what you will find
as you learn to know the typical
Taylor student.
We already know, from other
studies, that our students are
well above national college aver
ages in intelligence and perform
ance. This study showed that
they are theologically evangelical,
and strongly motivated by spir
itual considerations — as strong
ly as theological students else
where. (Our pre-theological stu
dents averaged higher than
Allport's sample.) Instead of de
clining in spirituality, they more
than hold their own as they go
through college.
What a tremendous combi
nation this makes! These bright
students are developing in.a
superior liberal arts training,
without the least diminution
of the evangelical beliefs and
motivation they brought from
their homes and churches. The
great spiritual task of college
is to integrate knowledge and
faith, and to become more selfdirecting on the basis of this
inner resource. We believe the
study has shown that Taylor
students do just that.
We are confident that when
the typical Taylor graduate —
certainly of recent years—brings
his superior knowledge and
skill to bear upon his chosen
vocation, he brings with him
also a strength of Christian con
viction and devotion that make
him truly "effectively Christian."
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Taylor's many student "Gos
pel Teams"provide maturing
experience in Christian work
and service to the Church.

THE
GOSPEL
IN
SHOE
LEATHER
Here are inspiring accounts
of the experiences of a few
of these student groups.

^ H B O N Y — it spilled from the sky
draping itself over bare branches and
ending its flow in a giant puddle over
the fields. I t s great murky drops
overran the eastern pink and orange
to pool beneath, blotting all form
from the landscape. Like black gauze,
the ebony of night entwined around
them. Where were they? Three girls
and a boy, a gospel team over a hun
dred miles from home —they had
come t o minister to a small rural
church, too small to find readily in
the night.
They were late. They were dis
couraged. They thought of going back,
and then they recalled, "Night and
day praying exceedingly that we might
see your face and might perfect that
which is lacking in your faith. Now
God Himself and our Father and our
Lord Jesus Christ direct our way unto
you." As the counsciousness of His
presence filled their souls, a row of
lights forming pointed arches burst
through the black.
TIME — it isn't an abundant com
modity. It's much too easy to lose. It
has to be filled with so many things
when you are nineteen, so many
things besides a small sound-proof
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cubicle, a pile of tattered music
sheets . and three trumpets; but there
were over a hundred requests for stu
dent talent this year. They had been
asked to serve, and so they gave up
some of their other activities. They
practiced and practiced and practiced.
Time brought Sunday. Time brought
6:30. Three boys, three trumpets, and
an empty church —time didn't bring
the youth group who wanted to hear
them play. They thought of the hours
they had labored in the practice room.
They thought of the hours they had
spent driving. They thought of the
boys and girls who had not cared
enough to come. " B u t as we were
allowed to be put in trust with the
gospel, even so we speak; not so
pleasing men, but God which trieth
our hearts." And time faded from
their minds as they comprehended
eternity.
WORK — somehow it's perpetual
for a college student. Vacations are
esteemed most precious. However,
this Easter one boy and girl thought
of home in an Indianapolis church as
they sang and played for a week of
meetings. More daily French assign
ments, another psychology quiz, an
oral report for U.S. history, a chem
istry mid-term, two concert evalua
tions for fine arts, a sociology term
paper, four posters for the next play,
a committee report, a class meeting—
these filled their week before Easter
vacation. They realized that 12:30,
Friday, the beginning of vacation
would be no magic hour for them.
They knew that for them there would
be no sudden ecstasy of freedom
from the pressure, the grind, the dead
lines. They knew all this and still they
testified, "Warning every man and
teaching every man in ail wisdom;
that we may present every man per
fect in Christ Jesus". And suddenly
the sacrifice weighed light.
STUDY — yes, they had to spend
a semester in preparation. Another
class, more assignments — some took
it for credit; others didn't. They sang
and criticized, sang and criticized,
sang and criticized. Or they played
"Blessed Assurance" — and played it
and played i t and played it. Or they
wrote and wrote and wrote when i t
was early morning so they could give
their trial sermon before the profes
sors of the philosophy and religion
department the next day. They refined
each talent; they organized each

thought. They carried an extra aca
demic burden, but they only said,
" . . . laboring day and night, because
we would not be chargeable unto any
of you, we preached unto you the gos
pel of God." And new motivation
shouldered the load.
LOVE — why was it so hard to give
sometimes? Before the Gospel team
came, the director of the children's
institute had pleaded, " I f you have
anything in your heart, show it." Now
it was so difficult. They looked down
and saw a colonnade of blue jeans;
they lifted their heads and hating
stares burned their eyes. It was only
a whisper — "preacher boy," but i t
reverberated in their ears as subtly as
an avalanche. They felt the void of
honor. They felt the hurt of standing
bare of love. Their human thoughts
urged reciprocity. But in their hearts
they said, "So being affectionately de
sirous of you, we were willing.to have
imparted unto you, not the gospel of
God only, but also our own souls."
And five of these stone souls came to
hear them sing at Youth Conference
and presented themselves at the altar,
begging Christ's love also.

by Wanda Whalen
DOUBT — it came so quickly; it en
shrouded so unawaringly. He had
preached so fervently. He had invited
so gently. They had already sung four
verses. Then i t stole into the room.
His soul quivered as doubt showed
him the blank faces and urged him
to go. Then he looked up, saw faith,
and knowingly said, "For our gospel
came not unto you in words only, but
also in power, and in the Holy Gost."
And doubt fled as forty young souls
walked down the aisle to meet the
Savior.
JOY — how could this be? They re
member those on whose account they
lost their way. They remember those
for whom they gave of their time — in
vain. They remember those who kept
them from their families. They re
member those for whose sakes they
studied long. They remember those
who despised them. They remember
those who caused their faith to be
tried. They remember these and say,
"For what is our joy or hope or crown
of rejoicing? Are not even ye in the
presence of our Lord Jesus Christ at
His coming? For ye are our joy and
glory."

. . . s o many changes

. . . epitome of Christianity

. . . a deeper trust

My first day at Taylor seems
like only yesterday. I especially
remember the eight-hundred mile
trip; it seemed that we would never

One of the first experiences that
I had a t Taylor will undoubtedly be
one of the most lasting for me.
During the first evening service
that I attended at Taylor, Shreiner
Auditorium seemed to ring as my
f e l l o w s t u d e n t s s a n g t h e wo n d e r s
of the gospel story. To me, this
was the epitome of vital Christian
ity. Here were sharp, intelligent,
well-bred young people who loved
their Lord supremely.

Expressing what influence Taylor
has had upon my life is not easily
put into words because in these
past four years my Christian ex
perience has greatly matured. The
Lord has shown me the necessity
of developing my personality to the
fullest possible measure. I have
come to realize that our physical
and mental facilities must mature
along with our spiritual experience
so that we, as individuals, might
be effectively used by our Lord.
Taylor's emphasis on academic
excellence, social competence, and
spiritual stability has helped pre
pare me in all of these areas for
the service which the Lord has for
me after graduation.

June Nilson
Brooklyn

Lutheran
Kitty Heavilin
get through Ohio. I was so anxious
to get here — I was filled with
anticipation and expectation.
But looking back on all my ex
periences at Taylor, it seems a s
though I have been here a very
long time. So many changes have
occurred; so many new ideas have
developed; so many old ideas have
become more meaningful.
Taylor has been a contributing
factor in my development a s an
individual. It has created an atmos
phere in which I have been able
to formulate convictions, establish
goals, and crystalize purposes.
It h a s helped create within me a
desire to serve my Lord and my
fellow man.

Marion, Ind.

Friends
Gary Petzold
The faculty had charge of the
service that night and I was tre
mendously blessed by their minis
try. These people, who could com
pete with the best minds of the
day, and who professed a living
faith in Christ, would be leading m e
in my s c h o l a s t i c growth.
This service set the spiritual and
intellectual tone of my four years
at Taylor.

. . . continuously influenced

. . . ability to reason

Recent studies indicate that the
average collegiate value pattern
is narrowly self-centered and hypo
critical. Such was my own set of
values when I entered Taylor,
years ago.
While the professors gingerly
prodded me into considering new
ideas, they also exemplified prin
ciples of practical Christian living.
It was evident that t h e Taylor
program was not designed to im
pose on me a rigidly defined set
of values. Yet, I was continuously
influenced in the class room, in
social activities, and in chapel
periods by a genuine commitment
to the person of Christ.
This unmistakable commitment
of Taylor to Christian values, not

Has Taylor University held any
sway upon my life in the past four
years? Let us look and see. First,
Taylor has provided an opportunity
to meet people of like interests and
beliefs. It is f r o m t h e s e associa
tions that I have tried to mold a
better, more Christ-like personality
via His grace.
Secondly, my intellect has deep
ened through participation in the

Lynchburg, Va.

Methodist
a s an incidental by-product of the
college experience, but as the
central expectation with which she
has confronted me,,has given mean
ing, direction and ultimate purpose
to my entire life.

Presbyterian
Four years of an atmosphere in
which the emphasis is on one's
submission of every aspect of life
to God can only direct one to Christ
and t o a d e e p e r trust in Him.

. . . nurtures individual lives
As I attempt to project myself
into the future, it is difficult for m e
to imagine not being a "physical"

Martha
Mullins
Cincinnati

Baptist
Melvin
Moeschberger
Berne, Ind.

Ev. Mennonite
Carlton Snow

Detroit

academic outlets at Taylor. The
college not only stresses the ac
quisition of facts and principles,
but places the greatest emphasis
upon the ability to reason intelli
gently.
Finally, a definite missionary vi
sion plus a deeper "walk" with God
have been the result of the most
unique influence which I have felt
while attending Taylor University.
Yes, Taylor has served a s a guide in
shaping my entire life, not only in
the attainment of an education.

part of Taylor's campus. Taylor,
however, does not try to tie us to
her apron strings, but pushes us
out into the world for which she
has prepared us.
Taylor, to me, is more than an
alma mater — Taylor is a part-of
me. When I think of Taylor, I think
of how she nurtures individual
lives, and how she has nurtured my
own. Taylor has extended to me
and hundreds of others various
opportunities for growth — mental,
social, spiritual and physical, (the
latter, some of us do not desire).
The program which she offers has
helped me to find and accept my
self a s a personality. She has in
stilled within me beliefs, ideals
and ambitions. Taylor has pre
pared me for life —for responsi
bility — which I accept willingly.

Getting
Into
T aylor
Who Can Enroll ?
What Is The Cost ?
How Much Is It Worth ?

by Will Cleveland

A

PERSONABLE, good humored envoy of Taylor
University—groomed with the facts of a Taylor
education—costs, advantages, comparative statis
tics on other schools, and freighted with Taylor
literature (including the Taylor ALUMNUS), began
one of his many extended trips to visit with pro
spective students and their parents.
Arriving at a small town in Michigan, BOB
FREESE '60, Admissions Counselor, found the
correct address, made a quick inspection of the
knot in his tie, checked the student's credentials
once more, and headed toward the front door.
Soon he was enjoying the fellowship and
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warmth of a Christian family. He welcomed the
many significant questions they asked— he knew
they were really interested in sending their 17
year-old daughter to the "right" school.
B u t h o w t o d e t e r m i n e th e r i g h t c o l l e g e ? T h e
importance of this decision merited a most thor
ough investigation, and gave the Admissions.
Counselor opportunity to perform a valued and
lasting service. He acquainted them with the
Taylor program and discussed the aspirations and
interests of the student.
At one point, the conversation went some
thing like this:
"One reason our daughter is applying to
Taylor is that she was unable to get into her firstchoice college—they just had too many applica
tions and, besides, her grades were not quite as
high as they should have been."
Bob's answer came as a surprise. " In apply
ing to Taylor she should do so with the full real
ization that she will encounter high academic
standards and demands quite similar to those
in 'First Choice' college."
He pointed out that any young person who
qualifies on the following three basic counts may
be admitted to Taylor:
1. If he or she presents satisfactory evi
dence of good character and declares a
willingness to abide by the standards of
the college.
2. If he graduates from an accredited high
school with rank in the upper half of his
class.
3. If he presents satisfactory scores from
the Scholastic Aptitude Tests of the College
Entrance Examination Board.

A MATTER OF BUSINESS.
With all the intangibles—the spiritual bless
ings, the insight, the motivations, the friendships,
the fun, that are a priceless part of a Taylor edu
cation, the administering of the college by its of
ficials and the selection of the right college by
the parents involves financial considerations and
sound business thinking.
As with automobiles, "educations" can be
obtained at almost any price; but there are "edu
cations"—and there are educations. Taylor does
not offer a bargain-basement curriculum and
campus program. Despite the modest (though
improving) faculty salary scale which yet prevails,
the fact stands that the quality of academic mer
chandise which Taylor offers has a price tag.
THERE ARE COSTS—AND THERE ARE COSTS
Although attending college is, in immediate
terms, expensive, a Taylor education is one of the
greatest of all investments and provides oppor
tunity for the Christian young person to train his
talents in an attitude of consecrated stewardship. —

w

"Alumni Ed" Bruerd
Though a college education costs, there are
things which cost much more —NOT going to
college, and investing four precious years and a
substantial sum of money in good faith only to
find that the "education" was unaccredited and
left the student ill-equipped to enter the profes
sional calling for which he thought he had re
ceived qualified undergraduate training.
Said one distraught father to the Admissions
Counselor:
"I sent my daughter to (a certain) university
because the tuition was cheaper, but the expenses
of her social activities alone were $1,000 last year.
I want my son to go to Taylor to prevent the pos
sibility of this happening again."
Total cost at Taylor is approximately 1,500 per
year, which is just about average in comparison
with other colleges and universities, both public
and private.
Obviously, not every young person can or
should attend Taylor or some other private college.
But to base one's decision on the comparative
cost of tuition alone is indeed unsound from a
business point of view, to say nothing of the
spiritual considerations.
It must be said that every undergraduate
institution, large or small, public or private, has
its own personality and its own role to play on the
educational scene. Thus, Taylor is not emulating
any other institution, but has her own calling, her
own responsibilities, her own place in the total
h i g h e r e d u c a t i o n p i c t u r e in I n d i a n a a n d t h e n a t i o n .
There are, however, prescribed and somewhat
standardized scholastic goals toward which every
accredited institution strives. A constant flow of
visiting educators and other dignitaries to our
campus, and many reciprocal visits by Taylor's
administrators and professors provide a construc
t i v e a n d s t i m u l a t i n g i n t e r c h a n g e of. i d e a s a n d
findings which make for constant progress.
THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING.
The percentage of Taylor alumni who now
attend graduate school is a significant index of
the quality of her academic program and the over
all performance level of the student body.
Approximately 50% of Taylor's graduates are
now entering graduate schools. This is well above
the national average of about 35% for graduates of
all colleges and universities across t h e country.
A case in point is the fine record of Taylor alumni
in the Indiana University Medical School.
AT YOUR SERVICE.
Professor Sterl Phinney, Director of Admis
sions, and Bob Freese are delighted to discuss
admissions matters with prospective students,
or to answer questions by correspondence.

DON'T FORGET to send your new
address to the Alumni Office. Under a new
r u l i n g t h e P o s t O f f i c e will f o r w a r d y o u r m a i l
f o r t h r e e m o n t h s o n l y . T h e y will t h e n t e a r
off your old address and return it to us
w i t h y o u r c o r r e c t a d d r e s s if t h e y k n o w i t .
For this service the Alumni Office
must pay a minimum of 10 cents for each
new address and you do not receive that
last issue. You can secure regular form
cards from the Post Office for notifying
publishers of your change of address. So
easy!
The Mailing Department informed me
that we average 150 postal returns per
month—a total cost of $15.00. Multiply
this by 12 and you can readily see the
unnecessary expense now being assumed
by your college. Wouldn't it be wonderful
if w e c o u l d e l i m i n a t e t h i s c o s t a n d u s e t h i s
same amount for a scholarship, or for
equipment, books, or improvements? We
can with your assistance!
Every month we hear from someone
wondering why he hasn't been getting
news from Taylor. Generally this is the
first time we have heard from him
in two or t h r e e y e a r s . . . he moved a n d
neglected to inform us. This past year we
hired a student for three months to write
letters endeavoring to locate lost alumni.
Some were located but we are still missing
several hundred.
During this summer about 35% of you
will m o v e a n d t h e n will b e g i n o u r f a l l
bureau of missing persons activities in
trying to trace some of you. Sending us
y o u r n e w a d d r e s s will h e l p u s t r e m e n d o u s 
l y . Y o u will n o t w a n t t o m i s s o n e p i e c e o f
Taylor news — miracles are taking place
a n d y o u will w a n t t o k n o w a b o u t i t . W e ' l l
k e e p y o u i n f o r m e d if y o u will k e e p u s i n 
formed.
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'Tis

Spring

and time to plan to visit the campus for
Alumni Day and Commencement
ALUMNI DAY FESTIVITIES, JUNE 8
9:00 am:

Registration

10:45

Alumni Hour of Renewal

12:00

Lunch

1:00 pm.

Class Reunion Meetings

2:30

Senior Induction Ceremony and Annual
Alumni Business Meeting

5:30

Alumni - Senior - Parents banquet, with
Musical and Dramatic entertainment

Following Banquet: Fellowship and Coffee Hour
COMMENCEMENT, JUNE 9, 9:30 am
Speaker: Richard O. Ristine, Lieutenant Governor
State of Indiana
IMPORTANT EVENTS NEXT FALL
Homecoming Day, October 6
Parents Day,

October 20.

